Solid Modeling Pioneer of the SMA
Nomination form

Nominee
First name:
Last name:
Email (if available):
Homepage URL (if available):
Please list current positions and organizations (if appropriate):

Suggested announcement
Suggested the precise text for the announcement (up to 250 words) that outlines the main contributions and their impact.

Bio of the nominee
A brief bio (up to 250 words) of the nominee.

Reference to a 25-year old publication or contribution
A reference (preferably publically available) to a contribution (publication, product announcement, software release, keynote lecture, report, thesis ...) related to Solid Modeling that was produced at least 25 years before the nomination date.
Year disseminated/produced:
Title:
Venue:
Organization where the nominee was working at that time:
List all authors/contributors shown on the referenced material:
URL (if available) where the referenced material can be accessed:
Justification of impact

An explanation (up to 700 words) of the significance of the impact that the nominee had on the field. Note that the impact needs not be related to the 25-year old publication and may result from subsequent contributions. Please provide both the opinions of the nominators/endorsers on the significance and verifiable facts, if available.
Identification of 3 nominators

The names of three internationally recognized “leaders” of the Solid Modeling field (other than the nominee), who co-sign this nomination and who are cc’ed on the email submission of this nomination.

Nominator 1
First name:
Last name:
Email (if available):
Homepage URL (if available):
Current positions and organizations:

Nominator 2
First name:
Last name:
Email (if available):
Homepage URL (if available):
Current positions and organizations:

Nominator 3
First name:
Last name:
Email (if available):
Homepage URL (if available):
Current positions and organizations:

Photo of the nominee

Please attach a photo of the nominee (if available) to the nomination email AND, if possible, also paste it in this document, for convenience.